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Members Present: Bill Vette, Ray York, David Johnson, and Inspector Dave Clark Guest:  

ITEM  DISCUSSION  ACTION /BOARD Action in BOLD   

Old Business   

BAAC Minutes from the Dec. 19 
BCC/BAAC Meeting 

Review of the BAAC minutes had the first topic as the positive action agreed to 
from the BCC/BAAC Meeting to be taken to the BOD and why it was not good. 

Request BCC members names be removed 
from BAAC Minutes. 

Plans for deck Ray York to verify that the Township variance requires notifying owners within 
the 200’ as per the BCC Guidelines. 

Verified that Township variance letters 
notify 300’ (within 200’ per BCC Guidelines. 

New Business   

Definitions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Because of the recent activity the BCC is concerned with Boat House, Garage 
Pole Barns, and Structures definitions. 
Boat House - There is no definition for boat houses as no plans for them had 
been submitted to the BCC.  Boat Houses may no longer be approved by the DEQ 
to be at the water.  It was brought up at the BOD meeting that boat houses 
could be submitted and approved but actually be used as a garage.  Much 
discussion as to the definition needed. 
 
 
Garage – The statement in the Garage definition “Any structure larger than 
10X12 is considered a garage” was meant to be in reference to a garage and 
needs to read better.  Discussed that 10X12 is not large enough for a garage.  
Minimum size of a standard garage is 12 X 20.  
 
 
Pole Barns – The BCC approved a large pole barn on the corner of Waldron Rd. 
and Bradley.  This is a residential area but by merging the lots and making them 
one it allows owners to erect large structures.  A definition to restrict the size of 
structures for our residential subs was determined and is to be presented to the 
BOD. 
 
Structures – The 4 X 4 X 4 guidelines should be looked at and determined if this 
is the size the BCC should be approving. 

Need response from call into DEQ for answer as 
to what is allowed for boat houses at Lake 
LeAnn.  DEQ person retire.  Have called again 
for answer.  York. 
Boat House to be considered the same as 
Accessary Building. 
 

Recommendations for BOD approval for 
Annual Meeting membership vote: 
Revised - Recommend to the BOD that “Any 
structure larger than 10X12 is considered a 
garage” be deleted and replaced with “A 
structure larger than 10X20 that is used to 
store car/truck(s) is considered a garage”  
 
Revised - Recommend to the BOD to add to 
the definition for structure:  Any deed 
restriction authorized accessary structure that 
is not a resident cannot exceed 24 X 36. 
 
 
Change the structure guidelines from 4 X 4 X 4 
to 6 X 6 X 4H. 

BCC fees Would like to lower the fees. 
The office support work has been reduced. 
The inspector agrees to lower the cost of inspections of $25 for certain jobs. 
              House & Garage remain at $25, Sheds and other structures to $20,        
              Docks & fences to $10. 

Ask the office to consider the cost to the office 
for current BCC support. 
Revised - Recommend inspection fee 
reductions be approved and fees be lowered 
to reflect inspection fee reductions. 

2006 LLPOA/BCC Agreement David Johnson reported that the amended agreement is ready to present to the 
Board. 

 

*Note: Bold or underline requires Board Action/Notification 


